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Meeting discusses
newborns in need
The Newborns in Need
of Western Kentucky volunteer group will hold its
April meeting Monday
from I to 4 p.m. at the
Broadway Church
of
Christ in Paducah.
Newborns in Need is a
national non-profit organization which provides
clothing and other necessities to infants who are premature, sick or underpriviledged.
Currently, the Western
• Kentucky group is in need
of donated fabrics, sewing
supplies and volunteers
willing to sew or quilt for
the babies.
For more information
contact Area Coordinator
Marla Caneer at 898-7618
or e-mail her at Hookthread@aol.com.

Panel d iscusses
women's views
The Women's Center is
sponsoring a panel discussion called "A View Behind
the Veil: Women of the
Middle East Discuss Their
Societies," on Monday at 7
p.m. in Ordway Hall.
Speakers represent the
countries of Saudi Arabia,
Palestine, Turkey and Syria.
A reception will follow the
discussion.
For more information
phone the Women's Center at 762-3140.

Concert canceled
A clarinet recital by
Scott Locke, professor of
music, scheduled for Sunday at 2 p.m. has been canceled. It will not be
rescheduled this semester.

Agriculture club
honors pets
A group of agriculture
students are promoting
pet ownership responsibility at the 14th annual Animal Health Day, sponsored
by the Animal Health
Technology/Pre-Vet Club,
from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. Saturday at the A. Carmen
Pavilion next to the West
Kentucky Expo Center.
All animals brought to
the pavilion will receive a
free physical exam and nail
trim.
Other services
include fecal exams for
both cats and dogs at $6
each and heartworm testing for dogs at $1 0 each.
Animals who receive
fecal and heartworm tests
will also receive a free bath
and dip for flea and tick
control. Both of the services can be purchased
independently at $9 for
small animals and $1 0 for
large animals. Cats will not
be dipped.
For more information on
Animal Health Day phone
75·3-1303.

Briefs compiled by Christine
Hall, news editor.
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:C andidates show 'slice of life'
Chris
Yandell: The

Yandell boasts
scholastics,
good t imes
key to college

senior from Fredonia. said he is
living the ultimate
college
experience and
wants to expand
it by running for
SGA president.

to campaigning for SGA president, he
said
he had to leave some activities
NEWS EDITOR
behind.
"I have just retired from president of
Chris Yandell has led the ultimate
the
IFC and I will step down from prescollege life, filled with fy:aternity, acadident of Alpha Zeta," he said. ''I am also
emics and weekend parties.
But there is also a different side of going to turn over my business to my
partner. I want to dedicate full-time to
Yandell most people do not know.
"I am one of the most laid-back peo- SGA. It is not going to be an office. It is
ple you will ever know," he said. "Most going to be a job and a responsibility."
Even though his day is full most of
people freak out when 1 tell them I am
a presidential scholar, a national Coca- the time, he does have time to relax.
"Saturdays are my day to relax," he
Cola scholar, a Horsemen's Scholar
said.
"111 be honest. I sleep in until
and have main~ined a 3.5 GPA. This
noon.
Then I will usually go out with
is because I usually have a good time
friends. Technically it is undeclared
all the time."
National Chris Yandell Day."
Brains come naturally to this agriIn his room at the Alpha Gamma
cultural business major from Fredonia,
Rho house, Yandell said the center of
who already co-owns his own business
his attention is a cork board with picin real estate.
tures of family and friends scattered
"I like lo make my own decisions and all over it.
my own destiny," Yandell said.
"It's the most important thing to me."
Early on he has been heavily influ- he said. "You can achieve a lot, but you
enced by his parents.
need people to pat you on the back and
"My parents told me that anything in say 'Good job.' "
life worth having is worth working for,"
But with all of the good times come
he said. "Then they would wake me up the bad, as Yandell has found out.
at, 5 a.m. to bottle-feed cattle. My dad
"I know I have made enemies for
called it ~ustification for higher educa- doing my job," he said, "I refuse to be a
tion.'"
pushover. I'm not going to give favors
Now thnt he is giving full attention to one group in particular."
BY CHRISTINE HALL

1999 SGA

Kevin Lowe

The junior from
Paducah is running for Student
Government
Association president.

encounter' with the governor, he learned
the necessity of compromise.
"During the meeting I kept insisting I
Although Brandon Kirkham is now was right," he said. "He got mad and
vying for the Student Government presi- walked out."
But Kirkham also learned not to give
dency because of his affection for Murray
in.
One of his favorite mottos is "Make
State, he and the University got off to an
your
creeds match your deeds."
uncomfortable beginning.
"If
you
believe something is right, then
He spent his first night as a Franklinyou
have
to stick to it," he said.
Springer College resident on the couch in
On
a
Saturday,
if time would allow,
the lobby. Because he had never spoken
Kirkham
said
he
would
sleep in until
with his roommate-to-be, he did not
10:30,
maybe
read,
watch
TV, then play
want to make a bad impression by comhis
guitar
for
a
little
while.
Although he
ing in late.
is new to the instrument, he said he
"The janitors woke me up in the mornprefers to make up his own music rather
ing," he said. "When they turned on the
than play someone else'.s songs.
lights and saw me they apologized, then
He has a wide variety of musical prefturned them back off.''
erence from Dave Matthews to Willie
Soon after, Kirkham began his career Nelson to Pearl Jam.
in SGA as a freshman senator for
"I listen to Rage Against the Machine,
Springer-Franklin College. After an and I'm a Republican," he said.
unsuccessful bid for senator-at-large the
Although many may perceive Kirkham
following year, he was appointed senate as the conservative Republican, he said
chairman. This year he served as SGA many people don't realize how laid back
secretary and has served as community he can be. In his room right now, he has
service chairman and secr etary for a poster of Johnny Cash juxtaposed with
Alpha Sigma Phi.
a poster of nuns holding shotguns.
As president of the College Republi"Most people are surprised by my
cans he has been striving toward state sense of humor," Kirkham said. "I can
funding for sprinkler installations in the really get goofy, I mean dangerously
residential
colleges.
During
an silly."
BY jENNIFER SACHARNOSKI
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Secretary

Vice President

Tavares Jones

Brandon
Kirkham:

Kirkham's
determinatic;»n,
humor define
his character

Jacob Keown

N ikki Key

Treasurer

M ichael Thorne

Toc:Jc:J Earw ooc:l
Classifica tion:
Graduate

Jennifer Hibbs

Classification:
Senior

Classification:
Junior

Classification:
Senior

Cla ssification:
Sophomore

Classification:
Junior

Maior:
Art

Major:
Radio I TV

Major:
Agriculture

Major:
Political Science

Major.
Biology

Major:
Accounting

Hometown:
Elizabethtown

Hometown:
Versailles

Hometown:
Hanson

Hometown:
Paducah

Hometow n:
~is, Tenn.

Hometown:
Calvert City

Qualifications:
Current SGA
Vice Prt:sident
President of CAB
3 Years Experic:ncc
SGA/CAB
3 Years of Programming Experience

Qualifications:
Senator-at•Lnrge
Concert Chairperson
Summer & Fall
Orientation Leader
Student Ambassador
Fraternity Ru!-ih Chair
National Broadcasting
Society

Qualifications:
Collegiate f-'FA Secrdary
Collegiate FFA Viet
President
Animal Science S~cretary
Fraternity Vice President
~ratemity Scholarship
Chai:Fraternity recruitment
Chair

Qualifications:
Fre~hman Senator
Current
Senator-at-Large

Qualifkations:
President Murray
Stale Honors Pi'ogram
Member-at-Large

SGA TreaSurer

(Hester College Coon-

IFCTreasum

Major Goal:

.....continue lo

Major Goal:

promote diversity
in SGA/CAB in
programming and

"When I too)( over
as concert chair, l
decided that we
weren't a small act
school and feft we
deserved more. so I
got more.''

use of
committees.''

Major Goal:
"I plan to make the
minutes available to the
student body through
the Internet as well as
posting the minutes
outside of the SGA
office."

Major Goal:

..

." ... one goal I have
is to belter inform
the students of
SOA's activities
and to get better
feedback of students' concerns:'

QuafificaliOns:
Current SGA Presi-

Business Admin.

SGA Senator (Hester)
Summer and Fall
Orieruation Leader

d~

'vrhere is a sense
of apathy th at I
want to abolish."

Qualifications:
SGA Senator

4enr

cil)

Major Goal:

Classification:

Sophomore

MaiorGoal:
" If elected. I will
publish an SGA
Treasurer's Report
that identities where
our fees go and specific amounts of
university funds
being spent on
imponant areas of
our campus."

Maior Goal:
make'
the budget more
known to people
so they can see
where the money
goes and where it
came from."

"I want to

Bnan Howell/ The News

Policy changes in Greek housing exemptions put on hold
Yandell said the policy, if be alcohol-free RO we took the
Robertson said. "I should have changes.
Robertson said even if the fra- passed, would start a domino next ::;tep and made it substance
pre::;ented it to them (interfraa policy change to generate ternity Council> in the first place ternities did agree with the pol- effect in'the Greek system. If the free. No tobacco, no dip."
"I think we (fraternities) can
icy, they did the right thing in policy does not undergo revision,
new ideas to benefit both because that's how we developed approaching him with their con- older members may move out of
it."
find some type of compromise
the administration and the
Robertson asked IFC to form a cerns about the implementation the house and younger members that will make both sides
Greeks.
laRk force to establish criteria of such a policy without feed- paay be prevented from moving happy," Kirkham said. "We are
in.
for the living conditions for the back from the parties involved.
a Greek community. We have to
When house and fraternity come together. If you go in with
.In
his
final
week
as
IFC
presiunderage
students
exempted.
BY DENISE HIGGINS
He plans to meet with the group dent, Yandell said, "We will member numbers go down, the an attitude that it is our way or
ASSOCIAT£ EDITOR
attempt to rewrite the current flat associate rates go up. This, no way, it will go toward the
before the end of the semester.
policy so that it benefits both in turn, leads to higher bills for administration."
"The
policy
will
stay
in
eflcct
The Greek housing exemption
those living in the house. Also,
sides."
policy will remain as is for one unless we come up with a more
Regardless of the outcome of
fewer
non-Greeks participate in
According
to
a
list
of
the
ages
effective way to deal with the
more semester.
the policy changes, Jim Baurer,
of those who applied for exemp- Rush because of higher rates,
Don Robertson, vice president issue," Robertson said.
director of the Curris Center
Chris Yandell, former IFC tions by Sept. 1, 21 of the 45 which leads to lower numbers and student life, said he will
of Student Affairs. said a decision to delay the implementa- president, Brandon Kirkham, applicants for next year would and eventually the demise of the send letters to parents of stution of the proposed policy Student Government Associa- not be granted exemptions. With fraternity, Yandell said.
Kirkham said the Alpha dents who are applying for housreported in last week's issue of tion secretary and Todd Ear- the delay, six third semester
ing exemptions. The letter will
SGA
president, freshmen will be granted Sigma Phi house is substanceThe News will result in a task wood,
require a parental signature recforce committee designated to approached Don Robertson with exemptions, as long as they free.
the fraternity houses
ognizing
"The University owns our
what he described as legitimate meet the mmtmum GPA
evaluate the situation.
house," Kirkh~;tm said. "It had to are not University housing.
"The delay is a posihve thing," concerns about the policy requirement of 2.0.

•Housing: An IFC task
force will utilize delays in

•

ViewPoint
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Precautions need to be made on campus
Q•

Do you think the SGA

candidates have done a good
job campaigning?
Name:
Gang-Heum Park
Major: MBA
Year: Graduate
student
Hometown:
South Korea
" I think they've
done good. I taope whoever is
ele cted will work for the
international students."

Although the weather has brought
us sunshine, it has also brought more
vandalism and thefts to Murray
Issue: Recent thefts on
State's campus.
campus provoke worry.
In the past couple of weeks, many
students, faculty and staff have fallen
victim to thieves and vandals. What- Position: Students need to
ever is causing t his recent crime take extra precautions.
spree, we have to be careful. We always lock their doors, including the
must take more precautions.
door into the bathroom. We underStudents, staff and facu lty members stand that in your hometown you
need to remember a few tips t hat may not have to lock your doors, but
may prevent them fro m becoming this is a college campus with close to
victims.
9,000 students. We encourage peo•On-campus reside nts need to ple to lock their doors even if they

Name: Emily
Steele
Major: Library
Science
Ye a r;-: Junior
Hometown:
Benton
" I actually have
no idea. I do not follow the
elections.'' ·

S1l2,

will o nly be leaving fo r a few minutes. for a change. If a criminal really wants
An open door is like an invitation.
your valuables, he may pay attention
•St udents on the fi rst floo r of the to your daily schedule.
•If you are not home, always leave
residential college s need to keep
their windows shut and locked. Many a light or TV turned on. This may
windows are large enough for a per- make a burglar think you are there.
•If you have a bicycle, always keep it
so n to crawl through.
.
•Do not ever leave backpacks or locked up, even if you are simply runpurses lying around in the o pen. ning into the house to get something.
Our intentions are not to scare
Keep all handbags by your side while
walking to class o r mingling with anyone, but to make people more
friends.
aware. Think of it this way. Warm
•Change yo ur daily schedules. For weather tends to make some people
instance, if you take a two-hour a little wilder and a little more advenlunch break, take a o ne-ho ur break turous, hence crime seems to follow.

My
View
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WHOSAYS ~fZ.
Name: Mike
Shepherd
Major: Radio/TV
Year: Sophomore
Hometown:
ShepherdsviOe
" I'd say they
have. I've seen
their signs and buttons. I've
also seen them in the C u rris
Center talking to people ."

~wPL. AIN'T·

ASl& H~t...P?

Your l7ielt'S
Alumnus disgusted by between taking a stand and College Administrators by line "Faculty salaries higher
Type of Institution."
than median." As I read the
making a spectacle .
editorial cartoons
One still might conclude

To the Editor:
I am writing to express my
disgust over Shock's editorial
cartoons of the past several
Name: W illie-Mae
months. Both the language
he .uses and the situations he
Lindsey
draws
are offensive, unnecesMajor:
sary and highly disrespectful.
Organizational
It appears Shock is trying
Communication
to live up to his name, but I
have yet to meet anyone who
Year: Senior
is
impressed. To even call his
Hometown:
cartoons ' ..editorial" would
Hollandale, Miss.
imply they have some worth
"So far they have. T he y have
or value in the opinion they
kept a lot of dirt out of it."
attempt to express, or at least
thai the editorial board
. approves of the cartoons. I
have difficulty believing that.
Of course Shock has certain
Name: Linda
freedoms and privileges as a
Wallace
journalist, but a true journal·
ist would understand he also
Major: Art
has a certain amount of
Year: Freshman
responsibility to portray the
Hometown:
truth and to offend only as it
St.Lo uis
might be necessary. Surely it
is not the journalistic ideal to
" I feel I have
highlight fourth-grade bathbeen pretty
room humor as appropriate.
aware of the candidates and
I have already requested
they have made themselves
cancellation of the subscription I receive for the high
known."
school newspaper I advise. To
Ryan Brooks// he Ne·ws
reiterate what I wrote in that
request, how could I, in good
conscience, show the trash
Shock draws to my high
school students and try to tell
them what he does is some2609 Univers ity Station
how appropriate? My goal as
Murray State University
an adviser is to train them in
Murray, Kentucky 42071 -3301
journalism, not smut. If The
e-mail: the news@murraystate.edu
Murray State News presumes
to model ..real" journalism,
Jennifer Sacharnoskl
the editorial board has an
Ed1tor-in·Ch1ef
obligation to take a look at
"real" newspapers, see how
Denise Higgins
Associate Editor
their cartoonists operate and
then pull Shock's cartoons out
Christine Hall
News Editor
of the gutter.
Lori Burling
AB a newspaper adviser, I
Viewpoint Editor
am appalled that my stuBrandl Williams
dents , in spite of what I' teach
College Life Edito r
them in high school, could
Jason Yates
come to Murray State and be
Sports Ed1tor
exposed to this pathetic disDanny Vowell
Photography Editor
play of tabloid!rv talk show
Shelley Street
cartoons. I have been in the
Chief Copy Ed1tor
habit of encouraging my stuBrandy Quam
dents to pursue journalism at
AdVertising Manager
MSU, but if the paper will
The Murray State News is prepared and
allow such offensive, juvenile
edited by students under the adv1sershlp of
garbage on its pages, I may
Joe Hedges. Opinions expressed are those
begin encouraging them to
of the ed1tors and other signed writers.
These opinions do not necessarily represent
pursue their journalistic
the view of journalism faculty or the Univerdream
elsewhere. where peosity. This is an official publication of Murray
State University
ple know the difference

NEWS
.

Becky Lile
Class of'97

Cartoon appears
distasteful t o student
To the Editor:
I am writing this m
response to the cartoon
spread presented in The Murray State News last week . The
ca-rtoon depicting President
Clinton receiving oral sex
from an intern was obnoxious
and distasteful. I am upset
The Murray State News
would allow such a cartoon to
be printed!
It seems such char acters
are deemed appropriate
because this is a college newspaper. However, the paper is
made accessible to the public,
which means it is read by all
ages. Such depictions are
inappropriate and offensive. I
found the cartoon unentertaining and unnecessary. The
Murray State News is an
award-winning newspaper
and therefore, it needs to
print award-winning material.
Jerry Walker
Senior, Mayfield

Me mbe r of faculty
hopes for new article
To the Editor:
I was pleased to open the
March 26 issue of The Murray
State News to find the front
page
heading
"Faculty
salaries at Murray State are
not as low as some ... " I immediately turned to the article
and read the headline. Thinking there must have been a
salary increase of which I was
unaware, I excitedly read the
article and the accompanying
table of salaries. Imagine my
dismay to find the table listed
administrators' salaries only!
Although
The
News
referred to "faculty" salaries
four times (front page, article
headline . article summary
heading and fi rst sentence of
the article), the data upon
which the article was based
were not relevant to faculty
salaries at all. Indeed, the
original article in "The
Chronicle of Higher Education" (note: it is not "The
Chronicle of Higher Learn ing" as cited in the article) is
titled "Median Salarie::; of

the salaries of our administrators are higher than the
national median but for
another serious fl aw. T he
national data to which Murray State salaries were compared in the table published
in The News were for ..baccalaureate" institutions. This
is NOT t he category "The
Chronicle" classifies Muiray
State, which is a "comprehen·
sive" university. These comprehensive
universities,
unlike the usually smaller
and more limited baccalaureate schools, offer graduate
programs at t he masters'
level.
"The Chronicle" did present
data for comprehensive universities along with that for
baccalaureate institutions.
Median
administrative
- salaries are typically higher
at comprehensive univer sities than at baccalaureate
schools. For example, chief
executive of a single school:
bac. school $132,000, comp.
university $139,050, MSU
$132.000; chief academic officer: hac. school $89,004,
comp . university $103,903,
MSU $98,000, and so forth .
In fact, when the proper comparison is made with median
salaries at comprehensive
universities, most adminis·
trative salaries at Murray are
close to, or below that median, some significantly so.
These errors, one minor
and two major, are sufficient
to make the article very misleading, indeed, to virtually
destroy its usefulness. Surely
we should expect a higher
level of journalism from an
award-winning paper!
A survey of faculty salaries
will be published in "The
Chronicle" soon, usually in
April. I invite Th~ News at
that time to publish a com·
parison with faculty salaries
at Murray State. I think you
will find they are signiJicantly below the national median
for comprehensive universities.
Oliver J . Muscio Jr.
Department of chemistry

},acuity s alary a rticle
proves misle ading
To the Editor:
In the March 26 issue of
The Murray State News there
wns a n aruclc with the head·

article I found the statistics
dealt with administrators
and upper staff salaries, not
faculty salaries, and was thus
relieved to know Ule Faculty
Senate's Maxwell Report of
December
1997,
which
describes faculty salaries significantly below comparable
institutions, was still an
accurate document.
Although t he article about
faculty salaries was totally
• misleading, it did provide,
perhaps, a needed shock. The
data describes an administration and upper staff salary
schedule ,at MSU noticeably
above the median for baccalaureate institutions across
the United States.
Perhaps something worthy
came out of the article after
all. We found out the administration and some upper
staff are better paid than
comparable institutions in
the United States. Now
maybe we know where some
of the funds needed for faculty development and salaries
are going.
MACE-AFT, the organization that represents a sizable
number of faculty across this
campus, would like to see less
administration personnel and
a redirection of their high
salaries toward bringing faculty salaries up to benchmark
levels. Of course we cannot be
sure the administration
salaries given in the article
were really comparable with
those at MSU since.we have a
comprehensive
university
while the data reflected only
baccalaureate institutions.
But this dl:tta does make us
aware of the sizable differences bet:.Veen the salaries of
most faculty and the salaries
of many administrators on
this campus.
It is not in the best interest
of students, who need up-todate, vigorous and hardworking teachers, nor their
professorS', who become frustrated when they recognize
the considerable gulf between
their income and that of the
non-teaching administrators,
that this substantial disparity continue:. to exist.

Terry Strieter
Professor of history
MACE· AFT chair

Owners
show
prejudice
Apartment hunting is a diffi·
cult task. I and two of my current roommates have spent
most of this semester looking
for ao apartment or house to
rent for next fall. Luckily, we
have found a house to rent
from one of the nicest men
known to the real estate world .
He was very excited to know
we were interested in renting
and he even supplied a washer
a nd dryer fCII'" us for onl,y a few
dollars more.
'
The major problem we found
when house/apartment hunting was many renters would
not rent to us for certain reasons. One apartment complex
would not rent to any full-time
students, but if a part-time student was living with you it
would be OK. One apartment
complex rented to people 23
and above. Another would not
rent to sorority women. ' It
sounded to me as if a little discrimination was taking place.
Well, after finally finding a
home I decided to do a little
research on property owners
and the laws they must follow.
I found any state-owned property must ·be rented followi ng
the equal opportunity housing
policy. This policy states discrimination will not take place
and every citizen has an equal
opportunity to rent or buy.
The next thing I found was a
little disturbing to me. Anyone
who owns property can rent to
citizens on their own terms.
This means if they do not want
full-time students or even
smokers living in their homes,
then they can tum the prospective renter away.
I agree these property owners have the right to do w.hat
they want with their property,
but it seems the government is
allowing for discrimination to
occur legally. Discrimination is
something we have fought
against for years and in some
cases we are still fighting it. It
baffies me how t hings such as
what I described earlier can be
overlooked when it comes to
discrimination. This cycle of
dil:lcrimination needs to stop
and I hope it will become more
apparent in the future , so it
does stop.
Meanwhile, I wish the best of
luck to students who are
searching for homes now. I
hope you find nice property
owners who do not discrimi·
nate.

Lori Burling is the viewpoint
editor for The Murray State
News.
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YMCA offers more ·than Wellness Center.
"It will be almost identical to a
YMCA." Is that what he said? In Friday's front-page story, the Student
Government Association president
referred to the yet.to-be Student
Wellness Center in those words.
In one sense I appreciate what was
trying to be said. If the Student Wellness Center is striving to be like our
YMCA facilities on 12th and Chestnut streets tftat is a great compliment.
However, it is an inaccurate statement. Oh yes, we have weights,
treadmills, bikes and other machines
to help you "get in shape." But to be a
YMCA you have to attain the mission
of building strong kids, strong families and strong communities.

ing, water exercises, expect success Board of Regents meeting.
(weight loss), late night hours for
The YMCA was looking for a new
swing shifts (11 to 2 a .m.), swim site and the administration had a
Opinion
teams and special events like the need for a facility. The talks were a
very logical outcome.
July 4th Youth Extravaganza?
The YMCA is like an iceberg. You
The mission of the YMCA certainly
DEAN
have to look under the surface to see encompasses the entire community,
EHRENHEIM
the full scope of activities our great including students, faculty and staff.
And for the record, whether the facilorganization offers.
While 1 am sure the Student Well- ity is operated by the YMCA or not,
ness Center will truly be an out- there will be a fee for service. My
Will it offer after-school child care? standing facility, I do not think it will Economics 100 class taught me many
things, one of which was there are no
Will it offer day camps for local be "almost identical to a YMCA."
I agree that there is a great need "free lunches."
school children when on holiday
The largest expense in a facility of
breaks (like Spring Break?) Will they for the Student Wellness Center, for
offer summer camp to more than 150 students and staff alike. In fact, I this nature is not the start-up cost;
children? How about a free active had spoken with the administration but the cost of daily operation. That
older adults class to the community? about the possibility of providing includes everything from opening
A teen center, youth strength train- such a facility prior to the February doors to paying the electricity to
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cleaning the toilet.
The YMCA would certainly like to
be a part of the MSU solution. University of Kentucky has just signed
on to a similar arrangement with the
YMCA in Lexington. The student
cost there is a low $12:50 a month.
By pooling resources, spending is ·
more efficient and productive, there- ,
by becoming even better stewards of
our community's dollars.
Good luck on this project. Being
"almost identical to a YMCA" is
unlikely, but being a great wellness
center is certainly in the cards.

Dean Ehrenheim is the chiefexecutiue
officer for the Mllrray Family YMCA.

Family means home
Last Sunday, my mom
and 15-year-old sister
came to Murray from
LaGrange, a small town
about 20 miles outside of
Louisville, to visit me.
They brought me my mail
from home, an Easter basket and an invitation to go
out to eat in Paducah.
I know these things do
not seem extravagant, and
under normal circumstances they are not,' but
they just might have been
the things that made my
weekend. It was a weekend when many people left
Murray for their respective hometowns. It was a
weekend when I found
pleasure in the simple joys
of life-washing my car,
sleeping in Saturday
morning, swinging at the
park, receiving an Easter
basket and eating lunch at
Friday's.
A couple years ago when
I was so eager to get out of
Oldham County and learn
what some sort of independence was about, I would
have thought Mom and
Dad taking me out to dinner wos part of their
parental duty. In my
mind, they had to feed

1ege that I realized ~aster
In My baskets are not such a tradition in everyone's childOpin- hood.
Last year my mom
iOJ7
mailed me an Easter box,
a minor variation of the
typical
basket that totally
KRISTIN
fulfilled the principle. GetHILL
ting a package slip in my
mailbox is enough to make
my day, but it got even
their children.
better when it was for my
Now, I rejoice in the din- Easter package.
ners I get to have with my
This year my mom
family, whether that decided she wanted to
means
oven-warmed invest more of herself into
Kroger
pizzas
while the effort to uphold the
watching a UK basketball Easter memories. With my
game or a club sandwich sister, who seems to have
and potato soup at Fri- decided lately that older , .
day's. The conversations sisters aren't that bad, she
are better than before. We drove four hours with the
actually have things to intention of bringing me a
talk about now, rather basket that held as many
than searching for some- memories as candy and
thing somewhat signifi- taking me out to lunch.
cant to talk about.
My mom's intentipns " '
My mom always hid our were fUlfilled. I wonder if
Easter baskets somewhere she realizes they were
in our house when my exceeded, e~ceeded to the
brother, sister and I were point the simple pleasures
growing up. I thought I shared with she and my
everyone· at least got an sister made me smile.
-.~
Easter basket, even if it
was not turned into a Kristin Hill is a staff 1
game of hide-and-seek. It writer for The Murray •
was not until I came to col- State News.

Administration prevents Being humble proves
Greeks from having fun . more than being. heard
As we enter into the new

they are trying to attack the
very grounds we sleep on with
the current exemption rule.
I have spent plenty of Saturdays in the Curris Center
talking to prospective students about how great Murray State is, and how much
fun the college experience is
here. Doesn't the University
need these 15 to 20 percent of
very active students going
home each s ummer and
Christmas, rushing for the
University? I am beginning to
get the feeling students are
not going to go and rush for
this university in the future.
It will not be because we do
not like our university. It will
be because the administration feels it has to have its
hands in every aspect of the
students' lives.
College is supposed to be
the best four years of our lives
before we enter into a life of
repetition in that revolving
door called the workplace.
The one goal in my mind is to
leave this place better than
how I found it. This is becoming an impossible task
because the University keeps
holding back a community
that has done nothing but
help with making this school
great.

millennium, we notice many
In My
changes in the world, the
()jJirtiOJl
states and our own communities. However, one major
change seems to be going
ANTHONY
unnoticed in our college comjONAS
munity right now. Maybe
after this article some eyes
will be profoundly opened to
the current tightening of the
years? I realize most of our
administration's leash.
As everyone knows, there "cash alumni" are currently
are always two sides to every settled into the good life, but I
argument. Everyone also hope just as every Greek
knows something that could should hope, all of their great
be good for one area is even- memories of being Greek here
tually going to affect another • at Murray State have yet to
area. The area affected is one be washed away.
I hope some of our alumni
that has helped make Murray
State the proud, strong uni- get a chance to read this article to see what kind of grasp
versity we attend right now.
In the '50s Murray State the students are under here
really began its growth, and it at Murray State. If the
was inevitable Murray State's · administration does not
Greek system would begin to believe it is against our proud
prosper. Now in '99 we still traditions, then hopefully
make up roughly 15 to 20 per- someday it can help us fix
cent of this university from some of the shackles they
year to year. These numbers clamped on us.
I have been a student at
may have fallen slightly in
the last couple of years, but it Murray State for four great
is hard to fight for enrollment years. The small changes that
when the administration is have been made do hurt.
undermining everything our These are change& like makfounders, our alumni and our ing us unify our Rush posters
current
members
have for reasons such as clutter,
worked for. Does our current which is a minor reason at
administration not realize best. How about not advertiswhat is done to the Greek ing anything for the Greek Anthony Jonas is a senior
community now is eventually community in the current occupational safety and
going to affect everyone who nationwide Murray State health major from Racine,
has been Greek in the last 50 brochure? Now, worst of all Wis.

~

1 had the misfortune of
attending a good friend's
-~~ In My
funeral a few months back. I
Opinion
say misfortune. but in many
ways it was a blessing also. It
was a blessing because she
SUSANA
was, for one, older and had
MILLS
recently become seriously ill.
And, two, I learned how great
a person she was.
I alway:. knew she was a
giving, loving person. She
Like I said, I found out at
stayed busy volunteering her the funeral she was great. I'm
time. Nursing home visits, not saying the charitable
volunteering at soup kitchens deeds made her great. But
and collecting clothes and she was great. I found out
money for the poor were a few from others so many things
of her activities.
she never told me about.
I knew she did these things
There were orphans she
because I spent a lot of time had taken into her home and
at her house. She would be raised as her own, when she
getting ready to go, and she was herself a poor widow
would tell me, "I'm going to with two small children. Durvisit some friends. I'll be back ing the '50s, she took a
later." That's all she said woman of ill-repute and her
about it. I never heard her illegitimate children with her
say, "I'm going to read to to church because she wanted
some old people I barely the woman's kids to be
know in the nursing home. exposed to religion. The other
Aren't 1 a wonderful person church members made the
for giving my time?''
woman and her children
She didn't say these things. leave. My friend left too. She
She never even implied doing befriended the woman, and
good works was her favorite continued to help her and her
hobby. She didn't have to. children for the next 40
She knew helping others years. They were at the
made her happy, and, I think funeral. She had helped
she believed she was pleasing them, and they remembered
God, too. More importantly her good deeds to her other
though, she was a good per- friEmds.
son because that was how she
She was great because I
was, good . .
never heard ·her brag about

her good deeds. She didn't
have to and she didn't want
to. She didn't care what people thought of her. Obviously
she didn't, or she would never
have risked her own reputation to show others, who were
not accepted, her church.
Others' opinions did not matter. Only doing what was
right, in her own eyes and in
the eyes of the Lord, mattered.
Like Lori Burling, viewpoint editor, and Melissa Boling, who wrote a commentary
last week. I too was in New
Orleans over Spring Break. I
saw homeless people, and I
saw alcohol consumed. Neither of these were a surprise.
I've seen both before. There's
alcohol and poverty here.
Good things can be done to
fight alcoholism and poverty.
Those out there trying to
fight these problems seem to
be on the right track.
I once asked my friend why
she never patted herself on
the back for all her good
works. She told me she never
let her right hand know what
her left was doing. I think she
didn't want to be proud. She
was humble, and since then
I've learned humility makes a
good person great.

Susana Mills is a copy editor
for The Murray State News.
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·C oncert to offer variety
•Festival: The Student
Government Association is
gearing up to put on the
second annual REBOS
concert.
Bv EMILY BLACK
STAFF WRITER

On April 24 Murray State
will host the REBOS, Reaching
Every Benefit for Our Students, concert.
REBOS is an alcohol-free
concert that will feature four
bands from around the Murray
area. Two of the bands, Dogs
Mercury and "Who's Your
Daddy?, feature Murray State
students. The other bands
headlining the event are Monkey Finger and the Indianapolis band Re:boot. .
While the bands play outside.
three disc jockeys will perform

inside. Pete White, Clint Darden and OJ Fred are all MSU
students.
John Daley, sophomore from
Erlanger, attended last year's
concert.
"I think that it is something
thet people should really support," he said. "The music and
food were both really good, I
liked it because you could go
listen to music and hang out
with everybody. It was really
fun."
Jennifer Stricklan, junior
from Paducah, said she also
e.ljoyed the concerts.
"I had a really good time at
last year's concert, but it was a
new event that had room for
improvement" she said. "I
think this year's concert will be
bigger and better."
Last year's REBOS concert
raised more than $3,000, and
SGA President Todd Earwood

expects this year's concert will
raise even more.
"The main difference in this
year's concert is that we will be
having more giveaways for the
students and have had more
publicity," Earwood said. "We
have had much more publicity
with student groups in other
areas around the region"
The REBOS concert is sponsored by SGA and off-campus
sponsors including Electric
96.9, Coke and Unga Bunga
Music in Paducah.
"We want to stress that this
event is for all students and not
just one part of the student
body," Earwood said. "We have
a diverse group of bands performing, 80 everyone should be
able to find something that
interests them."
Tickets are $3 in advance
and $5 at the door. Food and
drinks will be available.
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Deep thoughts

Danny VoweiVThe News

Casey Godfl'ey, Junior from St. Louis, Mo., listens to Brandon Kirkham durlna Tuesday's
SGA presidential debates outside of the I&T bulldlna.

SGA secretary, treasurer candidates present platforms.
•Election: Candidates in the two
races have multitudes of ideas
and opinions on how they can
contribute and make things better for all.
BY CHRISTINE HALL
NEWS EDITOR

The races for Student Government
Association secretary and treasurer
are among the least glamorized of the
elections, but could be ones worth
watching.
Nikki Key, Jacob Keown and
Michael Thorne are vying for the position of secretary.
Key said she decided to run because
she has been in SGA for two years and
has enjoyed being involved.
"I have a good understanding ofhow
SGA works," she said. "I'm enthusiastic and responsible."

She said one of the things she would
streBS as secretary would be getting
more of the senators involved on campus.
"There are 80 many organizations on
campus," Key said. "Senators are only
required to do two seminars and that
is not enough. It doesn't give enough
attention." I
She said instead she wants the senators to be assigned to organizations.
"I would implement a program
where each senator once a month
would go to each organization and talk
with them about what SGA is doing
and ask for their concerns so we can
resolve them," Key said.
Keown said he is running to give
voice to one of the larger departments
on campus.
"I am part of the agriculture fraternity and it is one of the bigger departU¥mta on campus." be eaid. "Tbe-epiaions of the department are not being

heard, ed if I get on the executive
board, they will be."
He said being a diverse person will
help him in the position.
"I know a lot of people and have a
diverse voice," Keown said. "I have
always been involved in SGA and am
very dedicated and know I can apply
myself as SGA secretary."
Keown said the biggest change he
would make would be to have the minutes of the meetings available not only
to the SGA members, but to the campus.
"We used to have the minutes typed,
but lately I have. heard complaints
about that," he said. "Nobody has a
phone list either and I think we need
to have that not only for the senators,
but also for the campus 80 they caR
contact us and send us things."
Keown said he wants to work on the
ap eo people
can send messages directly to SGA.

SQA._..,..._. •*

WE

COME
AND PLAY
WITH US!

Beginning Aprll12!
Volleyball, Basketball,
Walking and Running
Call 762·5577 to reserve a court
Must Present an MSU ID to play
24-hour notice ""IUired for reaervatlon

"People should be able to bring opin- SGA President Todd Earwood against
ions to SGA," he said.
Senator Jennifer Hibbs.
Thome, the third candidate, said he
Hibbs has been involved in SGA for
also wants to increase communication. two years and wants to have experi"I want to take the office of $GA sec- ence holding an SGA office.
retary to the next level by taking a
"I have experience because I am an
more pro-active role in the affairs of accounting major and know what is
the executive board," he said. "SGA expected of me," she said.
exists to benefit the student and I
One of her goals is to try and make
want to be the instrument of that. I the budget available for people to see.
have received so much from Murray
"I'd like to see the budget be more
State, and I want to give more of known for people who can look at it
myself back."
and see where the money comes from
Thome said he wants to motivate and where it goes," Hibbs said.
everyone in SGA and on campus.
Earwood said since he is stepping
"My main job would be to make sure down from the presidency, he feels the
everyone was working and being moti- next best place is as treasurer.
vated," he said.
"I decided I still wanted to be in SGA
He said when it comes to people hav- and treasurer is really my niche," be
ing problems, he is willing to listen.
said.
"I am easy to talk to," Thome said.
He said he also wants to see the
"There should be no probleua with peo- treasury rePQ]$ available to the public.
~. . ., . . .. . . .'i. . . .
ple~to~...
The race for treasurer pits current key to winning the positions.

EDUCATE, MOTIVATE, ENLIGHTEN,

BUILD, ENCOURAGE, INSPIRE, EMPOWER
·PEOPLE!

The AMERICAN HUMANICS (AH) CENTER FOR
LEADERSHIP IN COMMUNITY SERVICE at Murray
State University offers an academic minor in YOUTH
AGENCY ADMINISTRATION, specifically designed for
students who want to MAKE A-DIFFERENCE through
programs of education, health and fitness, recreation,
and character development.
If you are thinking about a career that enhances
the lives of others, call ROGER WEIS at 762-3808 or
stop by Room 108 of the Carr Health Building for an
informal discussion.
YOU MAY REGISTER FOR EITHER OR BOTH OF THE FOLLOWING
CLASSES FOR THE NEXT SEMESTER
YAA290

Trends and Issues in Youth
and Human Services
(actual community service)

YAA350

Introduction to Youth and
Human Services

9:30- 10:45

T & TH

11 - 12:15

T & TH

SPECIAL AH SCHOLARSHIPS AND LOANS ARE
AVAILABLE

Colle eLie
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On C'anzjJI.ts
LifeHouse offers
parenting class
LifeHouse Care Center
will offer a parenting class
for expecting parents and
parents who have children
ages birth to three. The
class will be held from 6 to
7:30 p.m. for seven nights.
The class will be held the
weeks of April 12 and 19.
It is taught by Sarah Hussang, a retired pre-school
teacher. Topics discussed
include safety, ways to discipline, developing a baby's
personality, your child's
spiritual trammg, basic
baby care and various
lessons from the book
"How to Really Love Your
Chi rd."
R~gistration is required,
and child care is available.
Phone Lifehouse to register or for more information at 753-0700.

NTSO holds Dog
Day for students
The
Non -Traditional
Students Organization and
SGA Invite students to
Dog Day. Dog Day will be
held from I I a.m. to I p.m.
Friday, April 16, on the
Quad. Two thousand hot
dogs and soft drinks will
be given away.
This event is an opportunity for NTSO to meet the
college population. It is
also an opportunity for the
college population to learn
more about NTSO.
Adult students interested in joining NTSO may
contact the organization at
762-4486 or by dropping
by the Comfort Zone on
the first floor of Ordway
Hall.

Reptile Fest returns
to Murray
The second annual Reptile Fest will be held on
Wednesday. Over fifty reptiles will be on display in
the third floor ballroom of
t he Curris Center from
I0 a.m. to 4 p.m.
There will be a speaker
from the Louisville Zoo
and raffles for T-shirts and
posters.
Admission is $3 at the
door, $2 with a Murray
State ID.

Students invited to
After Hours
The Murray State University Paducah Campus
invites students, faculty
and staff to attend the Paducah Chamber of Commerce After Hours Event
on Thursday from 5 to 7
p.m. at the Crisp Center in
Paducah.
There will be a U.S. Pose
Office drop off set up fo r
last minute income taxes.
There will also be special
music performed by Roger
Reichmuth, director of
Murray State University
Development Office.
An alumni meeting will
follow the event at 7 p.m.
Briefs compiled by Leeann
Willett

l.Jurcl De.lion/ The f\'e1) s

laura Deaton/ The News

The cast of Three the Hard Way practice s for
their production. Left: The three siste rs
played by Marci jo Gardner, senior from Kuttawa, Amanda Haney, junior from Louisville,
and Ashley Gwaltney, senior from Fairfie ld,
Ill., prepare for their father's funeral. Top:
Ashley Gwaltr:aey rehearses he r lines while the
father's ghost, played by Ben C artin~ o ur,
freshman from Versailles, Iff., watches from
the background.

Death teaches family values in play
BY TARA SHELBY
ASSISTANT COllEC£ LIFE EDITOR

Three the Hard Way, a play that opened Wednes·
day night, showcases three University actresses and
something else, a ghost.
"The play is about three adult s1stcrs who have to
deal with the death of their father,'' James I.
Sch empp, play director, said.
The sisters are played by ~farci Jo Gardner, A...;;hley Gwaltney and Amanda Haney. The father, who
appears in the play ns a ghost, is played by Ben
Carfinhour.
I n the play, the 8isters meet in Reno to make the

final arrangements for their father, who has recent·
ly d ied. The father rai~ed the girls on his own arter
t he death of their mother, hut he had a problem with
gambling. Each of his daughters mimics one aspect
of his problem. For example, the daughter played by
Gardner works in a casino.
"The characters are very colorful," Gardner said.
"The Histers are coming together as a family for the
first time after four years of separation."
Schempp ::;aid he chose this particular script
because of its effectiveness and the quality of the
characters.
The scenery for the play is kept to a minimum
hecau!>e of the lack of space, Schempp said.

''It consists of ::;uggestions of furniture in::.tead of
the real thing,'' he said.
The show is performed in Wilson Hall, Hoom
310B. It starts at 7 p.m. and runs approximately an
hour and a half to an hour and 45 minutes, includ·
ing the intermission.
Because there are only 81 seats available,
Schempp suggests arriving by 6:45 p.m.
Murray State students are admitted for free with
their ID. 'fhe show is also open to the pubhc. Tickets
are $7 for general admission and $5 for faculty,
staff, senior citizens and students other than i\lurmy State students. The play will 'continue through
Sunday.

Blue ribbons symbolize child abuse prevention
plying the prize:; to be awarded.
Body safely presentations will be given to kinderSTAF F W RITER
garten through fourth graders at both the ~lurray and
In 1989, a Virginia woman started a tribute to her 3- Calloway County schools. Lorgin described this as a
year -old grandson who died in the hnnds of his moth- '·good touch, bad touch" program.
"It is important that we provide the students with
er's abusive boyfriend. Because of her tnbute, April 1
now marks the beginning of Child Abuse Frevention that kind of information. so that they know what the
Month. The t heme for this year is ••Jt sho~;tldn't hurt to difference in a good touch and a bad touch is," she said.
Community leaders are involved as well Ylc.tyor
be a child.''
Freed
Cut:d and County Judge-Executive LarQ Elkms
April 1 is Blue Ribbon Day, a symbolic part of Child
signed
a proclamation showing their support of CASA's
Abuse P revention Month.
campaign,
Largin said.
Vernita Largin, director of Calloway County's Court
These local actions are part of a national campaign.
Appointed Spec1al Advocates program, !laid it is impor·
tant people wear the blue ribbon all month as a symbol In 1982, former President Ronald Reagan declared
April to be Child Abuse Prevention :Month by presidenof what th e community should focus on during April.
"We reallZe the ribbon's tattered and that is the exact tial proclamation.
"It's a dynamic way to rally many kinds of people in
significance we are looking for because ~o do these chilyour commun1ty to support programs that help parents
dren after years of abuse,'' Largin sa1d
CASA is an organization designed to nd\·ocnte for and children," The Family Source website said
CASA is also holdin-g positive parenting workshops
children who are <:ubject to abuse or neglect hearings in
throughout
April. ,.,.hich are primarily designed to call
dtstrict court. CASA promotes child abu:.-c pn·v~ntion
attention
to
the resources availahle to parents in the
in Calloway County with a \arll't.\ of ncth·1ties.
community. Thc.:y will hand out pamphlets to parents
As part of the Blue Ribbon Day campaign. Calloway
and child care providers. as well as a newsletter to dayCounty preschool ~tudents part1cipntl'd in a bubblecores. churches and other sunilar orgamzations. Largin
blowing event. Largin said this ts a symbolic, yet fun,
understands educating parents is a huge step in reachevent to recognize the beginning of Child Abuse Pre· ing out to the children.
vention Month.
"\\'e realize the importance of getting to these chilThe Murray .Family YMCA Big Brothers/Big Sisters dren and helping prevent others from experiencing the
program and Froggy lO:i. 7 F:\1 nrc supponing a color- snme thing,1 ' Largin !'aid.
ing contest that CASA is holding for the children.
Out of every 1.000 children. 15 were confirmed a:-;
Entries can be picked up at the Y~ICA c1r the Family being cithc•r abused or neglected in 1997. according to
Resource Center and han.• to be rcLurned to on<' of re!'earch by the ~ational Committee to Prevent Child
these locations by Aprll 23. Local husinesse5 nre sup· Abuse.
BY KRISTIN HILL

199 7 CHILD ABUSE STATISTICS
Physical abuse
1S a non·acc•:ienta.l 1r\)ury to a child by <a parent or
caretaker. There could be !requem and unexplamed
bruises. burns. cuts and ot.her l.r\lurtes.

Physical n e glect

,

54'10

!s a parent's failure to glve a chlld food. c.othtng, hygtene,
medical care o:o other supervision. A vtJry young ch!ld
may routinely be left at home alone or a child rnay be
l.:la.dequately dressed for t.he weather.

Sexual abuse
ranges from non·touchlng offenses to fondling,
mtereourse or ustng the chtld for pornographic matertals
The chlld may have been threatened and may not be able
to tell adults direc~ly about the problems.

Emotional abuse
1:1cluctes severe reJection, humula.t.lon and actions Intended
to produce fear or extreme gui;t. in a chtld. A paren~ may
verbally terror:.ze the child by conttnually and severely
crltlclZing or falling to express any affec~lon or nurt.urlng.

Ot h er
includes e.bandorunent. congenital drug addiction.
ectuca.t1ona.l neglect. anu ot.her stmUar sltuat!ons
endangering a child
Source 1997, 50 stale survey by the Nat·onal Corrm,•tee

to Prevent Child Abuse
Bnan Howell / The News

CollegeLije
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Photos by
Danny Vowell
Alpha Omericon Pi sorority practices its songs and dances for All Campus
Sing. Each group is allowed seven minutes for its performance. Sororities,
fraternities and independent groups will compete in the event. All Campus
Sirig will take place at 4 p.m., Wednesday in front of Lovett Auditorium. In
the event of rain, It will be moved indoors.
·

CAMP WOW~~~
LOOKING FOR Jl SUDER JOB?
Want to stay In Manay?
Enjoy wor•lng with ldds?
Wee•ends off!
Then Caft'lp WOW Is for yoa!
c.amp W0\\1 16 no~ hiring G.tntra\ GounM\on. Art.htr'f
~tda\it.t

C.hi\d l.art ~Uia\it.t, food ~rviu ~•n.onne\.
£nvtronm.nta\lt.t. "ftnnl6 lnt.tru,tor. C.ha\\tngt Gour../
~pt6 Gount 'l>puta\l&t IZifl• ln&tru,tor, ~oo\ Dirutor
{W'l>l), and £M"f/ttta\th l.art Goordinator.

Some benefits you will receive as an
employee of Camp WOW are:
~ f-Jptri~nu and tz.u,u.m qua\ific.ation
b. Fru ~om and ~ard for the mtir~ &um.mr.
' induding ~u~~nd& (\aundr'f fat.i\itiK avai\ab~)
~ Or91niud ~u~nd ~taft' ~tivitie.&
A fru t.~rtific.ation& in fir&t Aid, C.l'fl.
and Uf~uarding
~ O~ve\op \a&ting fri~nd&hip&
·

u

Hamburgers- 2/st.oo
Ribeye Sandwiches- s2oo
Boneless Pork loin Sandwich- s2oo
Pork Ribs (per slab) - sgoo

· Call 502-753-4382 for more

information or for an application.
Ask for Colleen "Dinker" Anderson

Tfll L>a't

. .'$cndh•m~ ~lllo~J$5~~(1¥1~ ~~r

Si~flHJalk Spfleials

[r~~--

(

FJuDAY, APRIL 30, 8 PM )
V l.arry Nugent. P~ddy Keenan,

Dennis Cahill, .and Sun Oeland

¥ The Celtic Foot Force
Y Connie Dover and Roger Landes

V The Dorians

(

SATURDAY, MAY 1,8 PM )
Y Cherish the ladies •

Shryock Auditorium
$15.50 each night
Children 15 & under $4 discount
Charge by phone: 618/453-ARTS (2187)
Box Office Hours weekdays 10 am - 3 pm

Aoattablt

,Atsc r

Containers of:

Baked Beans

Cole Slaw

Potato Salad

Cold Drinks

Seedless WaterDlelons - $3 98 each
Always Save Foam Plates so ct. pk. - 2JS2°0
Absopure drinking water gallon - 2JS1 °0
12 pk. Coke Classic or Diet - 4/sgoo

... -------.--------...-----1

Other sponsors include:
• Illinois Humanities Council
• SIUC Irish Studies Program
• Carbondale Convention & Tourism Bureau
• Carbondale Main Street
This program Is partially supported by a grant
from lhe Southern Illinois Cultural Alllarwe and ~ IUinOis Arts Council,

f'Vith Th is Coupo n

I Best Choice
I
1 ~Squeeze
1 Mustard
I
20 Oz.

:
I

2/$1°0
Limit 1 Coupon per Customer
VOID AFTER 4-10-99

I

With This Coupon

I

With This Coupon

Del Monte
1 Catsup
I
·

1
I

I

I

Single roll
20 Oz.

:

78¢

I
I

:

I

28 Oz.

.

78¢

Limit 1 Coupon per Customer
VOID AFTER 4-10-99

I
I

Bounty
Towels

I Limit I Coupon ~er Customer
VOID AFTER 4-10-99

orts
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MSU begins search
for new Dunker
Tryouts for next year's
Dunke r, Murray State's
mascot. will be held
Thursday, April 22, at 7
p.m. in the front lobby of
the Carr Health Building.
An informational meeting w ill be held this Thursday at 7 p.m. It will also be
held in the front lobby of
Carr Health.
For more information
contact Josh Haines at
767-9695 or Tab Brockman at 762-6800.

....

Basketball banquet
set for next week
The Murray State University Men's Basketball
Banquet will be held on
Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. in the
Curris Center Ballroom.
The event will celebrate
the achievements of the
'98-'99 Racers. T he pro gram will also include
year-end team awards, a
highlight video and recognition of cheerleaders and
support staff.
Tickets for the banquet
are $15 each. Seating is
limited and reservations
can be made on a firstcome basis by pho ning
762-6804.

Park to present
basketball tourney
J he Murray-Calloway
C o unty parks are sponsoring a three-on-three
basketl>a ll
tournament
April 24 at I 0 a.m.
The games will be played
at the Chestnut and IQth
Street's basketball cour ts.
Fo r more information
contact Bobbi at 7620325.

Sports briefS ore compiled
by Joson Yates, sports editor.

Sportligbl
Chris Hayden,
Gina Katona
Chris Hayden and G ina
Katona are in this week's
Racer Sportlight.
Hayden, .senior from
Henderson. did not lose a
game during Wednesday's
matches against Eastern
Illinois. He won his singles
match 6-0, 6-0, and along
with Raoul Bax, won the
doubl~s match 8-0.
Katona,
sophomore
from Budapest. Hungary.
also did not lose a game in
her matches Monday. She
won her singles match 6-0,
6-0 , and along with N ina
Sartz-Knudsen, won the
doubles match 8-0.

Fastrczct
Dodgers produces
best rookie players
The
los
Angeles
Dodge rs have had 16
. Rookies-of-the-Year, t he
most ever by any team in
the Major leagues.
~urce:

The Sporting News

I'
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Collapse

Women's golf takes second
Head Coach Velvet Milkman
was
enthused by her team's
SPORTS EDITOR
performance.
"We were fourth after the
The Murray State women's
golf team tuned up for the first day, and our goal was to
upcoming Ohio Valley Confer- move u p in the standings,
ence Championships by finish- which we i:lid," Milkman said.
ing second in last weekend's
Margherio, freshman from
17 -team EKU Lady Colonel Glen Carbon, Ill., finished in a
Classic.
ninth place tic with teammate
After shooting a first round Jenny Daag and two other
score of 322, MSU found itself golfers with a total of 158 in the
in a fourth place tie entering 100-golfer field. The lowest finthe final day of competition. ish for any Lady Racer golfer
Led by Kristen Margherio's 77 was a tie for 39th place.
second round total, MSU betDaag, junior from Linkoping,
tered its first round score by Sweden, said the team's depth
one stroke for a total of643, one takes an amount of pressure off
stroke ahead of third place her teammates and herself.
Ohio University and 19 strokes
"We have a solid team, and
behind tournament champion on any given day someone different can shoot the low numArkansas State University.

Bv ) ASON YATES

ber," Daag said.
M&U is in the midst of a 12day layoff prior to the OVC
Championships. The championships will be held April 16 to
18 a ~ Miller Memoria l GQlf
Course.
Milkman said the break will
benefit her team since it has
been on the road for a month.
Daag believes the break will
help prepare the team for the
OVC Championships .
"I think it is good to have a
break to focus on things that
people need to work on," Daag
said.
Eastern Kentucky and Tennessee Tech present the most
dangerous challenges to the
defending OVC champion Lady
Racers. Eastern finished in

leads

fourth place during the EKU
Lady Colonel Classic with a
score of 649. Tennessee Tech
finished with an overall score of
665, which was good for a lOth
place tie with Franklin College.
"We are not where we want to
be, but everybody is improving
and gaining confidence," Daag
said. "We have a good chance at
the OVC since it is on our
course, but there are some good
teams coming in here. We a re
taking nothing for granted."
Milkman s aid hllving the
OVC Championships at home
is a huge advantage since her
players play on the course
every day.
Murray State hosts the OVC
Championships once every five
years.

to poor
showing
BYJASON

The third round was not the
charm for t he Murray State
men's golf team at t he Johnny
Owens Invitational in Lexington.
MSU entered the fina l
round illl4tb place in the 18'team tield, but the team was
only five strokes out of fifth
place following 1'0unds of 304
and 301; however, the Racers
could not capitalize on their
strong position as they shot a
third-round score of 315, the
highest in the field, to drop
them t.o 17th place.
Head Coach Buddy Hewitt
said he does not have any
a nswers to wha~ happened to
his squad on the final day of
competition,
"We were playing well, and
if I had the answer to what
happened to us I would be a
heck of a coach," Hewitt said,
'We had three boys that did
not play well on the last day.
To compete against Division I
schools we have to average

Men's tennis
pummels EIU,
3-0 in OVC
Bv

EDDIE GRANT

STAfF WRITER

This year the Murray State
men's tennis team has faced
three Ohio Valley Conference
foes and so far they have
defeated every one.
The third victim of the year
came on Wednesday when the
Racers defeated Eastern Illinois 6-1. MSU took fiv~ of six
singles matches and swept the
three doubles matches to stay
undefeated in the conference.
In singles play, Chris Hayden led the team, winning his
match 6-0, 6-0. Also in doubles
play, Harden and teammate
Raoul Bax swept their opponents eight game's to zero. So
far the only match loss for
Hayden this s pring was a close
singles loss to Western Kentucky.
"Our strength and conditioning coac~ Carson Grea.m, has
really gotten us in shape,"
Hayden said. "The fact that be
works us so hard has really
helped."
If that name sounds familiar, it is because Gream was
also the punter for the Murray
State football team. He has
finished· up his eligibility and
is helping with both the tennis
and football teams.
Other strong performances

came from Nikola Aracic and
Raoul Bax, who also won their
singles matches in a convincing fashion, 6-2, 6-1. The lone
loss for MSU came when Darius Schwarz fell to EIU's Jason
Braun 6-4, 6-2.
"1 played pretty well today,''
Aracic said. "I also knew that
we as a team would do well
because we have a strong team
s pirit."
Also for Murray, Cse&(lr
Schwarz won his singles match
6-0, 3-6, 6-0, and Tony Hardman needed a tie-breaker to
take the first set 7-6 before
taking the second one by a
score of 6-3.
In the other two doubles
matches, the team ' of Aracic
and Hardman won 8-2 while
the tandem of Caesar and Darius Schwarz won their match
8-3.
Head Coach Mel Purcell was
pleased by his team's performance.
"We are 3-0," Purcell said.
"That's always good to know. It
was very important to get that
doubles point. That way we
only have . to win three out of
six singles matches."
The next conference opponent for Murray State comes
April 14 when the Racers face
the University of TennesseeMartin on the road.

YATES

Srous EDilOR

75."
MSU finished with a team
score of920, 40 strokes behind
tournament winner Miami
(Ohio).
The
Redskins
squeaked by Not;re Dame by
one stroke to clnim the flTStplace trophy.
Jeremy Grantham, sopho-

1

~~gbeBt ttl
dual ..W
pel' r •
mance as he finished 42nd in
the 90-golfer field with a 228
score. Adam Grogan, seniol'
from Murray, slipped 19
places to 51st after shooting
an 81 during the final round.
The men's team will try to
get back on track today and
tomorrow at the Marshall
Invitational in Huntingdon.
W. Va. This will be the team's
laat tournament before the
Ohio Valley
Conference
Championships on April 19 to
ll.
The Marshall Invitational
present a new challenge
to Hewitt's team. Hewitt said
Marshall University tries to
pattern its greens after the
ones at Augusta National, the
site for The Masters.
•we never have played
greens that are faster than
the ones at Marshall," Hewitt
said. "If we putt well, we will
be all right. If not, we will be
in trouble."

WUI

Danny Vowel tiThe News

Tony Hardman, Junior from Liverpool, England, delivers a backhand in Wednesday afte rnoon's m atch against Eastern Illinois'
Andy Baker. Hardman won the m atch 7-6, 6-3.

Reagan Field needs some basic facilitie$
Imagine at the last game of
the Murray State Thorough breds' season, you heard this
announcement on the PA: The
Murray State Thoroughbreds
have won the regular season
conference title and will host
th e Ohio Valley Con ference
baseball tournament starting
on May 20.
This, of course, is a very possible scenario, but we do not
have lights at Reagan Field, so
we cannot host the OVC baseball tournament.
In case you have not looked
at the OVC baSeball standings,
the 'Breds are in second place,
a game and a half behind
· Austin Peay.
The 'Breds have been in first
place for most of the season and
are currently having their best
season since 1979.
To not reward the 'Breds
with having the tournament at

of Murray baseball fields haye
lights, because we use those
fields for intramurals. Almost
every summer league in the
nation has lights on its field.
My old grade school in South)ASON
ern Illinois, which has an aver81UINGSLEV
age enrollment of 100, has
lights on its baseball field. 1
should know, my dad helped
home if t hey win the regula r build the lights.
.season is a crying shame. They
I know the athletic departhave gone above and beyond ment budget has probably
the expectations placed upon already been finalized, but
them this season by the so- couldn't there be a one-time
called experts.
·
expenditure for lights?
They were predicted to place
Think how much attendance
next-to-last in the conference would be increased with the
for the second consecutive year, ability to have night games
after finishing fourth last year. during the week and on weekIs it just me, or does it seem ends when the citizens of Murlike a lmost every other base- ray and the students of Murray
ball field in this area has State are not working or in
lights? Murray High and Cal- class.
loway County High baseball
Another thing that bothers
fields both have lights. The city me about going to a 'Bred base-

SpOrts
Talk

,.

ball game is the lack of bathroom facilities. You may think
this is funny, but it is no laughing matter .
Saturday, when the '&reds
faced Eastern lllinois, I decided
I could not bold it in any longer
after watching the 'Breds rally
in the bottom of the sixth to
take a 9-8 lead. I proceeded to
try to find some open bathroom
facilities, but I was in for a trip.
1 flrst went to the Regional
Special Events Center, since it
was the closest building to Reagan Field. There are no
por table toilets at Reagan
Field, which many other baseball diamonds do have.
The RSEC was sti II closed
because of the construction of
the sports curtains, so that left
Roy Stewar!- Stadium and WalMart. I decid~d not to attempt
to drive to Wal-Mart and look
for a parking spot like I was on

campus at 8 a.m. on Monday,
so I \ /alked to the football field.
When l finally found a bathroom and used the faciliti es, I
hurried back to the game,
thinking I was going to see a
great ninth inning. When I got
to the baseball field , I saw that
everyone had left, a nd the only
people there · were the players,
sports information staff and
concession workers. Tr;ust me, I
wasn't in the bathroom that
long.
Lights and portable bathrooms are just two simple
necessities that could be added
to Reagan Field to make 'Bred
games more enjoyable for the
fans. Don't our Murray State
athletic teams deserve the best
facilities available?

Ja son Billingsley is the assistant sports editor for The Murray State News.
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Loyd blossoms as leader in double-duty role
BY MORGAN H ARDY
STAff WRITER

,

Photo by Bilrry Johnson

Dan Loyd. senior from San Gabriel. Calif., drops back
In the pocke t du ring a football game in 1997. Loyd
transferre d t o H urray State from Arizona.

Several years ago, the popular sports marketing phrase was "Bo Knows ... ," referring to
Bo Jackson's multiple sports interests. A hip
injury later, Bo knows Wlcmployment. Not so
the case with Dan Loyd, a v:ital part of both
the MSU football and baseball teams.
Loyd, who plays quarterback for the football
team and first base for the baseball team, is a
standout in both roles. In 1997, Loyd completed 144 of 306 attempts with nine interceptions, 14 touchdowns and a total of 1,915
yards for the football squad. In baseball this
season, L{)yd has a .368 batting average, six
home runs. a team-leading 35 RBls and defensively he has yet to commit nn error.
Loyd transferred in the fall of 1997 from the
University of Arizona, where he was redshirted his freshman season.
"I came here with the idea to contribute my
abilities of ·football and baseball," Loyd said.
"My biggest adjustment was the culture
shock. Going from being a big city kid to coming here was hard. I'm not used to seeing a lot
of green, mostly a lot of concrete and buildings. The people, both my friends and coaches,
made the transition easy."
.811t the six-foot-two·inch, 210-pound senior
organizational communications major from
San Gabriel, Calif., faces much tougher chal·
lenges than just adapting to the Murray State

•

·"I just try to contribute to the team the most
that I can," he said. "I try to work for the team
in whatever role it needs me in. I'm . pretty
much a free speaker, and I speak what's on
my mind."
Todd Fox, senior third baseman from Anderson, Ind., has been close to Loyd and has high
praise for all his abilities, not just his athletic
ones.
"He's a real leader," Fox said. "He leads the
team when things aren't going so well. Fte
picks the team up and helps us keep going."
But ,the deepest respect for Loyd comes from
Photo by Barry Johnson
Harris Jones, freshman quarterback from
Loyd waits for the baseball during a pickoff Milan, Tenn. Last summer , after summer
attempt against Eastem Illinois last weekend. training, Jones discovered he had leukemia.
Finally, after a seven and a half month-long
atmosphere. He confronts balancing two struggle, Jones is once again healthy and
major sports with overlapping practice sched- looks forward to the upcoming years.
ules along with the academic pressures of
''During summer camp, when I had a big
being a senior. He has to. make certain sacritransition to make from high school to college,
fices with his time, but Loyd makes it seem
Dan was really ther e for me," he said. "Sumeasy.
mer practice was really rough on me. I was
"During football, I try to hit when I can," he sick and didn't know it for months. He made
said. "I don't really have a Christmas Break practice fun. If someone's there to help make
because of baseball. I miss spring t raining, of it fun, it makes it a lot easier."
course, for baseball. But I make up for that in
Loyd admires many people, including Magic
the summer, when I train for football."
Johnson. But his chief role model is a man
Even more so than being a player, Loyd has who didn't take a single snap last season.
to be a leader. As a quarterback and first
"If I could display and possess one one-hunbaseman, roles typically reserved for the dredth of the courage and perseverance that
"spearhead" of the team, Loyd is naturally Harris J ones has," Loyd said with a smile,
cast into this duty.
"then I'd live a good life."

He»urs:
Mon.-Fri.
1 0:30 a.m.· 8 :30 p.m.

Sat.
11 a.m. ·3:30 p.m.

Serves a variety of
delicious sandwiches,
side orders, and drinks.
Check out our
Weekly Special.

806 Chestnut St.
75--.••ur-·-

Meeting at 4:30 p.m.
on Thursday, April 15.
3rd floor Curris Center
Tennessee Rm.

call 762 4478 to place your ad today!!
2f1th9"lnw

Miss MSV Scl1olarsftip
Jilg·l1t of 1Jreat11s
fgvett~sfluditorium

7:3 0~mJjlpril

lOti!, 1999
M8V Stu.dents: ~f2

fidu lts ~ Childre11
12: t~3
12 and :Younger: /Pree

cJ>ag~eaJ'1t

Pregnant?
There's Hope ... because there's Help!
• Free pregnancy tests
• Information about your choices
• Peer counseling for women and men
• Emotional support

Ol'er

Presented by

Caring & confidential services- free of charge.

LifeHouse
753-0700

1506 Chestnut Street
lifehous@apex.net
www.LHOUSE.org

Data
Welcomes its newest initiates:

SGAICAB HXPI!RlENCE:
YR S. OF PROGRAMMING FOR YOU!
CUR RENT SCA VICE-PRESIDENT
CAB LECTURE'S CHAIR
CAB POBLIC'JTY COORDINATOR

VOTE! April 13 (2-7 p .m .) & Apiil 14 (8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.nt.)

Jennifer Callicoatt
HOIIi Cope
Tiffany Hale
Christina Leete
Destiney Littlemyer
Bekah Philippi
Julie Scrupps
'•

-
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Memphis, fall to ASU

in the 'Bred victory.
The nine runs and 15 batters
who came to the plate in that
As the boys of summer start- inning were season highs for
ed . their regular season. the the explosive 'Bred offense.
Junior pitcher Chris Gray got
Murray State Thoroughbreds
into
a little trouble in the fJ.TSt
continued theirs with two contwo
innings, giving Memphis
secutive road games in two difan
early
2-0 lead.
ferent states this week.
After that. Gray, as well as
After beating Eastern Dlinois senior pitchers Greg Harvey
at home Saturday, the 'Breds and Brad Bums in relief, gave
played at Memphis Tuesday up only one hit, a fifth-inning
night and then traveled to home run, retiring 21 of 22
Arkansas State for a Wednes- Memphis batters between the
day aftern~n start.
second and ninth innings.
A nine-run seventh inning
Senior left fielder Chad
and some great pitching in the Hamm said the 'Breds played
middle innings led to an 11-5 well in all areas on Tuesday.
victory for the 'Breds against
•t thought. it was an allMemphis on Tuesday.
around great game for us,"
.Murray State was led offen- Hamm said. "We got great
sively by junior first baseman pitching, timely hitting and
Dan Loyd, who hit his sixth good defense, everything you
home run of the season and need to win a game.•
had four RBrs, and senior desThe 'Breds could not continue
ignated hitter Robert Weather- their potent offensive attack
ly, who hit his ninth homer of the next day, however.
the year and drove in two runs
The overnight traveling,
BY j ASON BilliNGSLEY
SPOtrTS EotTOII

ASSISTANT

combined with great pitching was not enough as Burns,
from Arkansas State pitchers pinch hitting for sophomore
Gary Wilson and Clint Helpen- catcher Nathan Taylor, struck
still, contributed to a tight 2-1 out on a 2-2 pitch, leaving runpitchers duel Wednesday after- ners at the cornets.
noon.
"I thought our pitching did
ASU took the early lead in their job," Hamm said. "Wilson
the bottom, of the first on an and Helpenstill hit their spots
RBI double by shortstop Chad in the (pitching) counts when it
Cole.
mattered most."
The 'Breds went down in
One of the 'Breds strengths
order in t)'te second, third and this season has been their
fourth innings, and left. two defense. They currently have a
runners on base :in the fifth and fielding percentage of .967,
sixth innings.
which is currently ranked first
The 'Breds avoided a ·bullet in the OVC and 18th in the
in the bottom of the fifth, as nation.
ASU designated h itter Beau
Next up for the 'Breda is an
Reed struck out looking with Ohio Valley Conference threethe bases loaded.
game series at home against
ASU got a n insurance run in Eastern Kentucky on Saturday
the bottom of the seventh on an and Sunday at 1 p.m. SaturRBI single by ASU left fielder day's game is a doubleheader.
Aaron Hunter.
"It's going to be a war,"
Murray
State
finally Hamm said. "They are coming
quenched their ICOring drought in here wanting to take two out
in the top of the ninth with an of three games. We are going to
RBI single by j unior second have to battle them. We have to
baseman Brad Langdon, but it take two out of three."

MSU rowing teams
prepare for second
annual Racer Regatta
StAff

REPoRT

The Mulray State rowing

team will host the sec:ond
annual Racer Regatta Oil Kentucky Lake in Aurora Satur-

p)ay-b.J-play will be proftded.
Food, driDb and MurraJ
State rowing appareL iDdwlT..-birla aDd bata, wiD be
for .... al tbe eveat.
In the event ol ram, a shelter will be pro9ided b tbe

mc

day at 10 a.m.
CaDs.
This~ will mark the firat
The meclal ceremony is
time Mur.ray State h:uJ hosted
sebem"ed
to becin at 12:45
a regatta as a vanity team.
p.m.
Four teams will compete in
MurraJ State is cummtlJ
the regatta: .Murray State, mming oft a reptta at the
Alabama, Bowling Green A~ta Rowiuc PestiYIII in
State and Charleston fW. Va.) Roewell, Ga., on April 3. The
Tbe course is 2,000 metena men's vanity ibar woo the
(1.24 miles) long. and W111 fea- gold medal at the eftiiL
ture men's and women's
~e are comiDa off a aood
races.
weekend of radn&• Head
VBl"'lity and DOVice competi- Coach Kelly McMoni&le eaid.
tions in both eight 8lld fo~ -ow- vanity eighta dida'\. do
penon crews will be belcl, u well aa we would luwe
.raiD or shine.
~ but oar vanity loan
F8D8 will not be bored turned it around and bad a
standiog on the shore, as really good rac:e.

Track and field places fourth, prepares for OVC Championship
•

"AJ3 the season progresses, the
weather gets better and the athletes
become· better petfonners," Church
The Murray State track and cross said.
Church said he is confident in the
country team participated in the AllSport Relays this past weekend at team and believes they will place well
Southeast Missouri State University. in the OVC meet.
"l expect the men to place in the top
The MSU men placed fourth out: of
three
and the women to place in the
eight schools, while the MSU women
top
half
of the meet: Church said.
placed sixth.
The OVC meet will be held on April
SEMO and the University of Tennessee-Martin were the only other 30 and May 1 in Nashville.
Ohio Valley Conference schools at the
One of the top athletes for the track
meet.
team this year is Kylee Lyon, freshBrian Church, assistant field event man from Ontario, Canada.
Lyon broke the school record by
coach, said he is confident in the way
the team is performing.
~rowing the javelin in her first outBY PEGGY KRUPICKA

(ONTI IBUTINC WRml

' ' I ~ect the men to
place in the top
and
th e
t hree
women to ~lace in
the top haH of the
meet.
''
- BiuAR Cllmtca,
A8111S'rAift' na.D n a t ' OOACII

door meet with a throw of 141 113. At
the All·Sport Relays, she placed first
on her fir-st throw.
Lyon still has a personal goal to
meet, even though she has already

broke the school record.
Three other top athletes going to the
"l want to throw 50 meters within Searay Relays are Natalie Chandler,
Keith Jared and Brookley Longworth.
the next two years," she said.
The other two athletes who were
Lyon qualified for one of the top
relays in the south region. She was invited to the Searay Relays are
one of the six MSU athletes who qual- Chuck ,Jones and Mike Valenti; howified for the Searay Relays at the U ni- ever, Valenti will not participate
because of injuries.
versity of Tennessee at Knoxville.
Church said this is an important
However, she will not be able to parrelay
for the athletes.
ticipate because of inJuries she
received at the Alabama Relay.
"This is the most competitive relay
AB expected, Lyon is disappointed in in the south and only qualified athletes are allowed to participate.''
not being able to compete.
"I don't get to compete much in big- Church said.
The rest ef the team will head to •
ger meets, and I really want to go to
t he Searay Relays because it is good Arkansas State University to participate in that school's relay.
competition," Lyon said.

%te
Jason ''Champ''
Billingsley
./ Vote for SGA experience
- Regents SGA Senator
./ Vote for a proven leader
- Regents RCC 2 years
- Murray State News
- Society of Collegiate
Journalists
./ Vote for a "Chomp" ·

#1 for Fine Arts/ Communications Senator
Poid lot by ,., C4ntJicJole

we have ''Rock,'' They have ''Enka.''
we have Broadway Musicals,
They have Kabuki.

KEVIN LOVVE

You can have both•••
•

Take Japanese!
Fall 1999 8 *~! :1 tJ

?" 7 k

1449 JPN 101 Elementary Japanese 11:30-12:20 MWF
1452 JPN 201 Intermediate Japanese 12:30-1:20 MWF
1450 JPN 105-01 Introduction to Japanese Culture 11:00-12:15 T Th
1451 JPN 105-02 Introduction to Japanese Culture 12:30- 1:45 T Th

for
SGA V I ce President
SGA Experience:
• Senator-at-Large
• Concert Chair
SGA
Accomplishments:
ON THE" • Dave Matthews &
BALLOT! Tim Reynolds

Raise Your · Jarsof 9Jay .
Expectations : ~~: ~;J. Thmg
DEMAND MORE.
VOTE LOWE
Don't forget to vote! SGA elections April t 3&. t4.
Call at 3419

or Visit
<http:l/campus.murraystate.edu/academic/faculty/
yoko.hatakeyama/yoko_hatakeyama.htm>
for more information.
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Alpha Sigma Phi wins match
BY MORGAN HARDY
STAfF WRITEI

Alpha Sigma Phi defeated Sigma Pi last
night in intramural fra ternity volleyball
play, coming out on top 15-13, 15-10 in a
two-game sweep of the match.
In the first game, Sigma Pi. j umped out
ea rly 9-4 a nd appeared to have the game
well in hand. However, Alpha Sigma Phi
ran the s~ore all the way to 12-10 and
looked poised for victot;,Y when Sigma Pi
gave the team one last scare, talOng the
lead one last time at 13- 12. It would be the
last lead Sigma Pi would hold in the
match. Alpha Sigma Phi, with Coach Tim
Ha rris coming ofT the side after a hand
injury to prpvide solid work, put the game
away 15-13.

Danny Voweli/The Ne._..s

Alpha Sigma Phi•s John Oliver. junior from Cadiz. attempts to
spike a ball during Wednesday night's contest.

Ber~ryman,

''Usually, we always get down the first
ga me a nd don't play ha rd at the beginning," Reese Torrence, junior Alpha Sigma
Phi pl ayer from Bowling Green, said. "But
we got it together and won it."
Torrence, playing with a knee injury,
teamed with Harris at striker for several
key Alpha Sigma Phi points.
In t he second and ftnal game of the
match, Alpha Sigma Phi shot out 4-0 off of
the initial volley a nd never looked back.
Sigma Pi fought back , but its comeback
attempt fell short as Alpha Sigma Phi won
the game 15-10.
"We went back between the games and
had a talk. to find out what we were doing
wrong," Torrence said. "We set a scoring
goal. We did not meet it, but we still won
the match ."

Harris, junior from Granite City, Ill.,
was pleased with his team, whose victory
sends it to 5-2 and into the intramural vol,..
leyball tournament, which begins Monday
night.
"We lost our first game of the year
against the Lambda Chis," he said. "It took
us a while, but we finally got together. I'm
looking forward to the tournament and feel
·good about our chances to win."
Doug Basham, freshman Sigma_ Pi coach
from Owensboro, was positive despite the
loss, which likely ends the team's season a t
3-4.
"At the first of the tournament we had
problems, and we couldn't get our game
together," he said. "This game, we made a
good comeback, but didn't quite make it.
Overall, we did a pretty good job."

Katona lead women's tennis to easy victory

expecting such a runaway victory from her
Keasling had only recently put the pairing
together after an injury to MSU's No. 7 player.
squad.
"I was surprised because SEMO has a lot of This was the duo's third match, with all three
good
players," Keasling said. "The biggest sur- matches resulting in victory.
The Murray State women's tennis team
prise
was Brooke Berryman's performa nce
''They have lea rned how to play together and
breezed by Southeast Missouri State Tuesday
against
Izabela
Slowikowsksa
at
No.
1
singles.
they
a re doing a fabulous job for us," Keasling
afternoon in Cape Girardeau, Mo., 8-1, and was
This was only the second time in four years we s aid.
more of a domination than the score indicates.
Katona said it was the first time she has ever
have taken the second set from Slowikowsksa.
MSU 0 4-6 overall, 4·2 OVC) won five out of
won both n singles a nd ·doubles match without
For Brooke to beat her 6-0 was amazing."
six singles matches in the Ohio Valley ConferKeasling also praised the play of Gina Katona. dropping a set. She attributes Tuesday's success
ence contest. In the five victories, Brooke Berry- Katona, sophomore from Budapest, Hungary, to a strong service game.
man, Juliana Hite, Nina Sartz-Knudsen, Maria won her No. 6 s ingles match 6-0, 6-0. over Bet h
She said she feels confide nt as a team with
Alonte and Gina Katona combined to lose only Doerr, and she teamed with Sartz-Knudsen to Sartz-.Knudsen .
10 games in 10 sets.
"I feel comfortable playing with her because
win No. 3 doubles 8-0 against Doerr and Thais
Head Coach Connie Keasling said she was not Olive.
s he is a good doubles player," Katona said.

"Either one of us can take the leadership of a
match at any time."
The Lady Racers squared ofT against Austin
Peay State yesterday and take on Te'nnessee .
Tech Sunday at 1 p.m. at the Bennie Purcell
Tennis Courts on MSU's campus.
MSU's play has progressively gotten better,
Keasling said. She is pleased as the OVC Championships keep drawing nearer.
"What I think is happening is, as we have
more matches, we are getting more matchtough;' Keasling said. · we are keeping the ball
in play for longer periods of time instead of trying to end the point too quickly."

BY jASON YATES
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Hear Christ Proclaimed
April 18th - 23rd
Mark Wadlington

HEAR YE! HEAR YE!

EVERYONE IS WELCOME...
BRING YOUR BmLE AND LET US REASON TOGETHER...
TRUTH DOES NOT FEAR INVESTIGATION...
DON'T LET SOMEONE ELSE DO YOUR THINKING FOR YOU!!

0

641

0

•

Sunday A.M. Bible Study

10:00 A.M.

Sunday A.M. Worship

10:50 A.M.

Sunday Sin&in&

2:30 P.M.

Sunday P.M. Worship

3:30P.M.

Monday thru Friday

LOCATED ON 641 S.
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WEST MURRAY CHURCH OF CHRIST
Corner of Doran Rd. and Holiday Drive iD Murray, Ky.
- - Take 94 West (Main St.) to Doran Rd. tum left go past Murtay High School
4th street on left is Holiday Dr.
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THEFTS

On March 9, s he parked he r
car in the Curris Center parking
Cominucd from Page 1
lot, went inside the building for
a few minuteR and returned to
like the end of this spring her vehicle to find it had been
semester.
keyed while she was inside.
"I can't give you a reason
"It is a brand new car. too,"
why," Green said. "It could be Terry said.
the weather, or it could be anyShe had picked it up only a
thing else."
few days before the incident.
Whatever the reason, vehicles
Last spring, a window of Terhave been scratched, keyed and ry's old car was smashed .
sprayed painted , and certain
"I live in Owensboro, and
buildings on campus have also either me or my parents have
been s pray painted.
never had anything done to our
Also, t}vee students from t he vehicles," Terry s aid.
baseball team had their cars
Another student who was a
scratched and eggs thrown on victim of crime on campus is
them, Green said.
Jennifer Jones, junior from PerMisty Terry, senior from ryville, Mo.
Owensboro, has been a victim of
Jones' bi~ycle was stolen from
vandalism more than once.
the front of Richmond College,

MUSIC
Continued from P:tge 1

"It was sort of a baptism by fire
in the music industry," Hall said.
Now Hall has moved up. He
has two CDs , his own music
Jabel, Python Records, run by his
wife, Carol, and has been on tour
with the Winston Cup NASCAR
circuit since 1997.

"I actually do like racing," Hall
said. "It's a lot of fun. "Of course.
it's a Jot more fun when you're
right there in the pit."
The people of the Winston corporation were in Nashville in
August of 1997 looking for a
country music band to be a part
oftheir"No Bull" tour. But when
they heard Hall's style of bluesrock, they realized he was perfect for the tour.

where she res\des.
"The police have called me
twice to look at bikes t hat
looked like th e descri ption I
gave them of mine, but they
haven't found it yet," .Jones said .
Jones said there might be a
small cha nce of finding her bicycle, but she has already gotten a
new one.
Green said there have been
other t hefts on campus, the
main one involving Aar on
Brame, reside nt of Cla rk College, whose computer was stolen
from his room.
Brame's computer is worth
$4,900 , Green said. It was
stolen while Brame left his
room unlocked for a few minutes.
"It was a dumb thing to leave
Hall is on the nationai tour
with Winston right now. He has
perfonned at 22 Winston Cup
races all over the country and
also acts as the jackma n for driver Jimmy Spencer.
He hopes the tour will help
him get more recognition on a
national level.
•"We've a lways gotten good
reviews, but it has always been
on a regional level," Hall said.

The Murray State News
April 9, 1999

the room unlocked. but we all do
dumb things," Green said.
Green said detectives are
working on the case, but they do
not have anything specific so
far.
"Most times the cause of these
thefts is unlocked doors and
empty rooms,'' Green said.
Although Brame's stolen computer is the most valuable item
missing so far, Green said other
devices have been stolen fr om
other buildings, such as 'scales
from the che mistry depfrrtment
and video recorders from residen\ial colleges.
"Students sh ould not leave
t heir rooms unlocked if they
don 't want thi s to happen,"
Green said. "It only takes a few
seconds to s teal something."
Hall a lso talked of a new
album possibly coming out in the
fall of 1999 under his record
label. Hall said he has had offers
from major record labels but he
turned them down because he
wants to keep creative control.
Said Hall: "My main thing is to
keep control and write the music
that I am and I think in t he long
run it will have some lasting
qualities."

SGA SENATOR
SonqtorHIH.qrqo
I. Lori Hayes
2. Angela Arnold
3. Christian Cruce
4. David Perlow
5. Ryan Little
6. Little John Oliver
7. Michael Hart
8. Elizabeth Stanley
9. Chelsea Anderson
10. Morgan Hardy
I I. Lisa Holt
12. Katrina James
I3. Renea Renfroe
14. Casey Jones
15. Jason Pittman
16. Sarah Higdon
17. Erik Wolfe
Co/lege of Business
qnd Public Affair5
I. Jody D. Owen
2. Robert Kick

3. David Hatcher
4. BJ Knotts

5. Brad Forrester
6. Melissa Baker
7. Cheri Reidel
8. Jennifer Strickland
9. Daniel Ballard
Source: Student Govemment Assoc.

··"
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Co#ege of Educotjon
I. Monica Zurliene
2. Rebekah Christman
3. Holly Bishop
4. Liz Harper
College of Fine Arts
gad Communicqtions
I . Jason Billingsley
2. Reese Torrence
3. David Moss
4. Larissa Shoemaker
Co/lege of Science
I. Kristen Crew
2. Jessica Cherry
3. Ben Gross
4. Jonathon McGregor
College of Humanistic
Studies
I. Lindsey Chamberlain
2. Kent Green
Co/lege of lndustcy
gad Technology
t. Patnck Turnage
2. Justin Taylor
3. Jarrod Jackson
4. Holly Miles
5. Kevin Frilling
6. Julia Krampe
Brian Howell / The News

Alpha Omicron PI

~ would like to recognize their new -~
~ 1999-2000 Student Ambassador~

ArP

Sarah Beyer
Jessica Cherry
Christina Clouse
Shelley Hill .
Kelly Hope
Julia Krampe
Mary Liz Lafferty
Emily Lanier
Keenan Wiliams

We had a great
time at Paul
Bunyan Day!

-

Love,
Panhellenic Council

Congratulations!!!
Alpha Love, Your Sisters

MUDBALL is coming•.•
April 16, 2 p.m. Intramural Fields

Air Shopping Cent e r

753-8926

COLD BEER

• SPECIAL •
Wednesday tnd Thursday
All Dey ond Night

POOL & DARTS

Posters 0
·1

I.( I.( ' "

I" I N

'

Deadline for Registration: April 9.
Call Valerie Bransford a~ 762·6250
or Leander Peters at 762-2226

S · r ·.-'- · 1 · I ( ) N

!ANY~ used ens 11\::\

Shrimp, Crob legs,
CRAWFISH
$6.50 lb.
SteGks, Enchiladas,
Caribbean Chicken, PEEL & EAT SHRIMP
Pizza and More...
.35 C each

·
: ~.-.Iy$12
I

I We accept competitors' coupons !

1 3 Miles south of M~ urray
12 1

E

Registration forms can be picked up
in the SGA Office, Residential
Colleges, and on numerous bulletin
boards throughout campus.

heck Out Our N e w and
Used Selections
Special Orders and
Trade-Ins Welcome
Discs 0 Cassette Tapes
T-Shirts 0 Stickers 0 Blackllghts

~

GP~

"~eiiEs.il

E1plm 4-23-99

only 3 Issues of

Tile News

South on Stateline next to Stateline Lotterv

left.
can today to place
your advertisements.

762·4478
Reserved Scats: $20
General Admission: $1 :')
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PRESE N TED B Y

MURRAY HIGH
ATHLETIC BOOSTERS
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"Matrix"
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Rent 5 Tapes
for 5 Days
for $5
New arrivals not Included.
See Store for Details

